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Baronial Baby Braedon contemplates matters of state before advising his father.  At Fall Crown
Tournament in Storvik, November 4, 2017. Picture by Cassair Warwick (Ceci J).
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Upcoming Events
Their Royal Majesties will be at all the listed 
February events.  Her Royal Highness will attend 
Kingdom Arts and Sciences.

Feb 10: Bright Hills Baronial Birthday 
(Manchester, MD)

A day of martial activities (weather permitting),
several A&S competitions on a Book of Hours 
theme, and the traditional Hillfolk bardic bear 
pit!

Feb 17: Tournament of Love and Beauty 
(Leesburg, VA)

Ponte Alto's winter celebration of pageantry and
chivalry. Based on the ballads and tournaments 
of the 15th century, this event celebrates both 
the warriors and the consorts who inspire them.
There is A&S in addition to the main 
tournament.

Feb 23-25: Tournament of Ymir (Ellerbe, NC)

The theme is “The Norse Take Paris,” and the 
event has many, many activities. See the 
website for details.

March 3: Kingdom Arts and Sciences Festival 
(Spotsylvania, VA)

If you have even the slightest interest in the 
arts or sciences, go to this! Artisans of all 
kinds will be showing their stuff, and they will
be eager to talk to the interested about it.  
Great place to pick up another hobby for your
collection.

Regular Baronial Activities

Locations to regular baronial activities on the 
last page.

NO BARONIAL PRACTICES  FEBRUARY 12.

February Populace Gathering February 18, 
6:30-9pm, Jason's Deli, 7356 Baltimore Ave, 
College Park, MD. 301-779-3924. Business 
meeting starts at 7pm. Parking is free on 
Sundays.

Armored, Rapier Practice: February 5, 19, 
26, 7-9pm.

Dance Practice:  February 5, 19, 26, 8-10pm.
Join the Dance listserv for the latest news.

Archery: On hold until spring

Baronial At-Home: Look for announcements.

Early Northern European Adhocracy: 
February 13, 7-9pm, 9426 Canterbury 
Riding, Laurel, MD.  
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A Letter from Their Excellencies of Storvik

Unto the populace do We send warm greetings!

It’s been quite a year for all of us; we’ve done Demos and run Baronial, Kingdom, and Society level 
events, purchased a new gigantic tent for everyone to rest under, raided other Baronies, practiced 
atrophied skills and learned new ones. We had half a dozen scribal nights, found a collaborative way
to make period shoes, dusted off our bows, created a new lyst-field and banners, and made the best
of every mead tasting we could. Ilaria’s ‘bounty’ has grown with the number of wordfame stories 
she’s heard. Three Peers have been raised by the hand of our Monarchs. And better than all that – 
the Barony has grown in membership and knitted together in friendship.

This year we’re going to host a brand-new event in April: Spring Faire. We have high hopes for this 
one, as it should knit together our neighboring Baronies while showing everyone the hospitality and 
awesomeness that is a camping event in the Spring. Of course, a bit later in the year we’re hosting 
Novice Tourney and still later Battle on the Bay. I’ve even heard whispers that we might host 
another Crown Tourney… Our Progress of events this year will be pretty intense, like it was last year,
but most of them are easily within 2 hours of us. We’re also going to Pennsic War, and would love to
see everyone at all these events so we can share, first hand, in your glories and accomplishments.

We’re looking forward to the beauty and pageantry, comradery and laughter, fighting and raiding, 
creating, and probably more mead tasting, that the SCA, and Storvik in particular, has to offer. We’ll
be at many of the practices, A&S gatherings, and all of the At-homes (haha) – and we’re hoping for 
another great year of friends and fellowship.

In service to you,
Baron Celric & Baroness Ilaria
Storvik

Baronial Progress
Baron Celric and Baroness Ilaria will be at the following events:

Feb 10 Bright Hills Birthday Bright Hills Both
Feb 17 Tournament of Love and Beauty Ponte Alto Both
Feb 23-25 Tournament of Ymir Windmaster's Hill Both (Tentative)

Mar 3 Kingdom Arts and Sciences Festival Stierbach Ilaria
Mar 10 St Paddy's Day Bloodbath Ponte Alto Both
Mar 23-25 Night on the Town Lochmere Both
Mar 31 Defending the Gate Sudentorre Both

Apr 7 Spring Coronation Windmaster's Hill Both
Apr 14 Tourney of the Red Dolphin Tir-Y-Don Celric
Apr 14 Performer's Revel STORVIK Ilaria
Apr 20-22 Spring Faire STORVIK Both
Apr 27-29 Revenge of the Stitch Spiaggia Levantina Ilaria
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OYEZ! OYEZ!
Baronial News Highlights

New Location for Populace Meeting: Alas, poor Canterbury Riding. We knew it, Horatio. Join Storvik 
on the third Sunday of the month at METRO ACCESSIBLE Jason's Deli in College Park for the 
Populace Meeting.  We will start to gather in the reserved back room at 6:30pm, have a dinner 
or a snack and socialize. Baronial business will be discussed at 7pm. Jason's Deli is in the strip 
mall at Knox Rd and Rt 1, down a block from weekly practice at St Andrew's. Parking is free on 
Sundays.

Performer's Revel is April 14: The  Storvik tradition of gathering at the fortress of Caer Bear (the 
home of Master Igor and Mistress Fevronia, in Bowie, MD) for a day of songs, stories, poems, 
music, dance, and performance of all kinds continues!  But this year will be different as a torch is 
passed.  Lady Alicia of Cambion will prepare the feast, as Master Igor takes a long-deserved break. 
Heed the words of the lady of the hall:

PRACTICALITIES: By ancient custom, the revel will be held at the home of Baron Igor Bear and 
Baroness Fevronia Murometsa, The site is wet (as long as you are 21 or older) and very cheap! The
hall opens at 10am, performances usually start around noon and continue until the last vestiges of 
energy run out. The only fee is $12 to cover the feast. ***New this year*** Lady Alicia of Cambion
will follow in Baron Igor's footsteps and show us that cooking is indeed a performing art! [NOTE 
BENE: small children may find the need to sit quietly rather tedious, so parents may want to make 
appropriate childcare arrangements].

Site Restrictions: Um .... Don't be a turkey?

RESERVATIONS: Baroness Fevronia Murometsa (Kathleen Sobansky) 2204 Amber Meadows Drive, 
Bowie, MD 20716. Please note, this is a “Baronial Activity” rather than an official Kingdom Event 
and as such will not be found in the Acorn or on the Atlantia website

DIRECTIONS: 
Take the Beltway/I-95, 495 to the MARYLAND exit for Route 50. Take Route 50 East, towards 
Annapolis. Go about 6 miles to the exit for Route 301. Take Route 301 South. Go down about 2 
miles to Mitchellville Road (it is a traffic light). Turn right on Mitchellville. Go about 1/4 mile to 
Arbor Hill and turn right. Take Arbor Hill until it T-bones into Alderwood. Turn right on Alderwood, 
then take the first left onto Alstead, and an almost immediate right turn onto Amber Meadows 
Drive. We are 2204 Amber Meadows Drive, 3rd house on the left. Our phone is 301 390-4428. 
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A Letter from the Society Seneschal

To all Kingdom Seneschals,

I want you to alert all of your officers (Kingdom and local group officers) that DOXXING (i.e. posting
personal information/contact information/political information about individuals) is a violation of the 
SCA Code of Conduct and the Anti-Bullying and Harassment policy. DOXXING is also against the law 
in California and a number of other jurisdictions; furthermore, DOXXING may likewise be actionable 
as an Invasion of Privacy which may result in a civil suit and money damages. Please convey to all 
of your officers at both the Kingdom and local group level that any officer or agent of the SCA found
to be DOXXING is subject to termination from their office. 

Additionally, I am instructing all Kingdom Seneschals and their deputies to obtain screen-shots of 
instances of DOXXING by any participant as this cannot be tolerated. 

Everyone needs to contemplate the consequences of their actions. I know that there is a lot of 
anger and frustration over the events of the past week; however, as officers and agents of the SCA, 
we must act in accordance with the very foundations of this organization: courtesy, honor, chivalry 
and respect. We are and should be held to a higher standard and yet, there are allegations that at 
least one officer took part in DOXXING. 

We have a responsibility to be leaders-- to be part of a solution and not part of the problem, even 
when the fog of division, discord and blame make it hard to see what is truly important to us all. It 
is times like these when we need to pull together, rally around what is good about our Society and 
lead by example. Even when the world appears bereft of courtesy, honor, chivalry and respect, we 
need to be an example of these virtues.

Very truly yours,

A.J. Pongratz
Vice President of Operations, SCA Inc.
Society Seneschal
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Skol!
Wordfame for those in Storvik's hall

Raise voices for Emma West, inducted into the Order of the Pelican at Twelfth Night!  Skol for 
Mistress Emma and her years of service!

Our baroness, Ilaria de Gandia, adds beads to her necklace when those in the barony are 
recognized for their deeds.  But it was her own deeds that were recognized when she was inducted 
into the Order of the Pearl at Twelfth Night. Skol!

Although she is yet new to our lands, Margarite Honoree d’Cheneau  is already gaining word-
fame.  She won the St. Anne's Guild of Clothiers Garb Runway Challenge at Twelfth Night!

Between the Beltways

Hamlet starts Jan 16 at the Shakespeare Theatre Company.

Chesapeake Shakespeare will be doing Red Velvet, which is a play about Ira Aldridge, an African 
American actor who was unexpectedly tapped to play Othello in 1833 in London.  1833 is obviously 
post-period, but the show is also about fashions in acting/interpreting the Shakespearean 
repertoire, which is something we wrestle with today.

The Freer/Sackler Gallery at the Smithsonian is hosting many interesting exhibits that fall within our
period:

• Encountering the Buddha: Art and Practice across Asia opened this fall and remains until 
2020.

• Promise of Paradise: Ancient Chinese Buddhist Sculpture focuses on 8th and 9th cen works.
• Resound: Ancient Bells of China is on view until 2020 as well.

Early Music DC lists medieval and Renaissance music happening in the area. 

Beyond the Beltway 
• A selection of the famous Terracotta Warriors are at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts in 

Richmond through March 11.
• Michelangelo: Divine Draftsman and Designer at the Met Museum in NYC, through Feb 12. 

There are some other medieval and Renaissance exhibits there, as well.
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Lady Alicia’s Cookery Booke: Payne Ragoun

By Lady Alicia of Cambion

Greetings! February is here and I hope you are

staying  warm.  It's  that  time  of  year  when  it

feels like winter will  never end. The skies are

grey, the wind is biting, even the Servant's Hall

is unusually subdued. Of course, that may also

be  because  everyone  is  getting  ready  for

February's  one  bright  spot:  Saint  Valentine's

Day, the holiday commemorating a 3rd century

Roman  martyr  who  has  become  the  icon  of

romantic  love,  when  people  exchange  love

tokens and sweets, like Payne Ragoun.

Payne Ragoun, from the 14th Century “Forme

of  Cury”  is  a  fudge-like  honey-ginger  candy,

studded  with  pine  nuts.  The  recipe  is  fairly

simple:

.lxvj.  Payne ragoun. Tak hony suger cypres &

clarifye it to gider & boyle it with esye fyre &

kepe it wel from brennyng & whan hit hath y

boyled a whyle tak up a drope ther of with thy

fynger & do hit in a litul water & loke yf it hong

to gider & tak hit fro the fyre & do therto pynes

the thryddendel & poudour ginger, & stere it to

gyder  tyl  hit  bigyne to thyk and cast  it  on  a

wete  table,  lesche  hit  & serve  hit  forth  with

fryed mete, on flesch day or on fysch dayes.

NOTE: This recipe includes boiling sugar, which

can stick to and severely burn you. Always be

careful  when  handling  boiling  sugar  and

children should always be carefully supervised.

If  you do not happen to have pine nuts, you

could also use another period nut, like almonds

or walnuts. The nuts should be chopped into

smaller pieces, approximately the size of a pine

nut. If your pine nuts are not already toasted,

you will want to toast them in a dry pan over

low  heat.  Once  they  start  to  accumulate  a

golden color,  remove from heat  and remove

from the pan. The pan will  retain heat which

may further burn the nuts.

Toasted Pine Nuts

In a 2-quart dutch oven, combine 2 cups sugar,

¼ cup honey and 2/3 cup water and bring to a

boil  over  low  to  medium  heat,  to  prevent

burning. As contemporary sugar and honey is

already clarified,  you can skip  that  first  step.

Once  the  mixture  begins  to  boil,  allow  it  to

cook until it has reached 240* (Soft Ball Stage).

Boiling Syrup at Soft Ball Stage

NOTE: Despite what the recipe  says  DO NOT

PUT YOUR FINGER INTO THE BOILING SYRUP!

I'm not sure why they include that direction in

the recipe but DO NOT DO IT. As noted above,

sugar will stick to you and burn. You can use a

standard  candy  thermometer  to  check  that

your sugar is 240* or you can use A SPOON to

drop some of the syrup into a little cold water

(about 1”or so in a bowl or glass).  The sugar



should  form a  small,  soft,  sticky  ball  (almost

like chewed gum). Remove the pan from heat

and allow to cool about 5 minutes, add your

ginger  and  pine  nuts  and  begin  to  stir.  The

mixture  will  be  very  liquid  at  first,  but  after

about  5  minutes  or  so,  will  begin  to thicken

and ultimately turn into a frosting-like paste.

Thickened Syrup after Approx 5 Min of Stirring

The paste will still be warm so again, be careful

about  burning  yourself.  Turn  paste  out  onto

parchment  paper  and  form  into  an

approximate square to be “lesche”-d (or sliced)

into  1”  (or  so)  cubes.  Allow  cubes  to  cool

thoroughly.

Formed Square before Slicing

While Forme of Cury suggests serving this with

fried meats, you can wrap the individual pieces

in parchment or waxed paper and present to

your  loved  one  on  Saint  Valentine's  Day.  Or

arrange  it  on  a  pretty  plate  to  bring  to  a

Valentine party. Or eat it all  yourself,  I  won't

say a word!

Payne Ragoun

from Forme of Cury

2 c. White Sugar

¼ c Honey 

2/3 C. Water

1/3 C Toasted Pine Nuts (or other chopped 

    nuts)

1 tsp Ground Ginger

Combine sugar, honey, and water over low to

medium heat until it boils to the soft ball stage

(240*) Remove from heat, add ginger and nuts

and stir until it thickens into a stiff paste. Turn

out  onto  parchment  paper  and  form  into  a

square.  Cut into 1” pieces and allow to cool.

Store in sealed container.

 

Enjoy! Go forth and cook good food!

Do you have a pressing cookery question you’d like

to  have  answered?  Email  Lady  Alicia  at

ofnoimp@yahoo.com. Do you know, I'll be cooking

feast for Performer's revel on April 14th! Mark your

calendars now and I hope to serve you there!



A Letter from Duchess Kalisa Aleksandrovna

Greetings!

Pennsic is rapidly approaching and we are starting to work on some plans to make it an even better 
experience for any newcomers in attendance. We are reaching out to all of the Chatelaines who will 
be attending Pennsic, for we need your help to again implement our ideas.

We are going to once again have a dedicated Newcomers track of classes. It will be open and 
available to newcomers during Pennsic, at a location that is easy to find at the center of activity. 
Newcomers can take classes geared towards newer members and learning about the SCA and/or 
ask questions. Right now we are looking to first fill the time slots of 10 am – 5 pm from the 
Thursday of Peace Week through Wednesday of War Week (8/2/18 - 8/8/18) for Newcomer oriented
classes. If we can fill those time slots, we can open up additional days and hours. I have already 
scheduled a couple of classes, and we are in the process of scheduling a Newcomer’s Social/Ask a 
Chatelaine Q & A Session, but that leaves many time slots that we need to fill with classes. And that
is where you all come in. We need your help to assist with teaching classes.

These classes will need to be registered through Pennsic University like any other class being taught
at Pennsic, but on the special request/accommodation part of the form, you will need to fill in 
“Please schedule this as part of the "Newcomer Track" in the tent set aside for newcomers (tent 
19).” We are specifically looking for classes geared toward individuals who are new to the SCA. This 
is less about offering classes on beginner A&S topics, because individuals can seek those types of 
classes out on their own if they are interested, and more about helping newcomers to get 
acclimated and interested in the SCA. For example, a couple of years ago there was a class 
specifically about Pennsic and what was offered there for newcomers (and it included a guided tour).
Another great class could be a guide to how court works. These are just some suggestions, but we 
really do need your experience and excitement about the SCA to make this a success. We are also 
looking for classes specific to Chatelaines and training or discussion groups. They could also be 
booked in the same tent. So if you have any interest in teaching some classes designed to help 
Chatelaines, that would be fantastic!

We are also going to have a dedicated Newcomers’ Point. Our goal is to have a place that is open 
and available to newcomers, where they can feel comfortable and learn more about the event and 
the SCA in general. Newcomers’ Point will be a set place where Newcomers can come to ask 
questions or get information about the SCA and/or Pennsic. We will also be able to help Newcomers 
get involved with their local group after Pennsic. It will be located under the same tent as the 
Pennsic Watch, and we will need your help staffing the tent. Please consider having your Kingdom 
sponsor a day of volunteering at Newcomers Point. We will be posting more about volunteer 
opportunities as it gets closer.

Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns at chatelaine@sca.org. Let’s work 
together to make this Pennsic amazingly special for newcomers!
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A Letter about A&S Competitions at Ymir

Greetings,
Tournament of Ymir 43 Grand A&S Competition - Siege of Paris 
hosted by Baroness Michel Almond de Champagne, OL. OP. 

Are you inspired by the pillaging of the Vikings? Perhaps you are inspired by the ransoming of the 
French to get their lands back? In either case, your A&S entry will certainly inspire awe at the 
Tournament of Ymir 43 Grand A&S Competition - Siege of Paris! 
Rules for entry. 

1. The item that you enter must be inspired either by the Vikings or the French. Also “no silly 
English” Ha! 

2. There will be 1 winner of the Grand Competition as determined by a populace vote which will
be announced in court. 

3. All entrants must meet up at a designated time/place (to be posted) to see their entry raffled
off and to obtain an item from the entries. In other words, you will not go home with the 
item that you brought. 

4. Raffle tickets will ONLY be given to people who enter an item in the contest. There is no cost 
for the tickets and only 1 per entry. 

5. Registration forms and Raffle tickets will be available from Michel (location of the A&S hall 
will be announced). 

This Grand Competition is about skill and luck. Will your item win the day? Will you be lucky enough
to obtain your favorite item from the entries? Enter to find out! 
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Baronial Meeting Notes, January 21, 2018
Meeting start 7:12pm, 18 members in attendance

Officers' Reports

Seneschal
Mistress Graciela/G. Hutchings 

• Insurance certificates are needed for golf cart rentals

Minister of Arts and Sciences
Lady Mirabella/M. Gretsinger

• New MOAS getting settled in, people need to report activities to her at 410-868-1587

Exchequer
Lord Morton/S. Graf

• Warrant came through. Need a warrant for quartermaster.
• Domesday not finished yet. 
• Renewed St Andrews contract. 
• Signatories should be finalized Saturday.  

Quartermaster
Lord John West/J. Hutchings 

• Nothing

Chatelaine
Lady Sonya/S. Gross

• Reports sent in (quarterly). 
• Want to do knitting class to make pouches for largess.  Students for class should know how 

to knit - class is intermediate on working with color.  

Chronicler
Mistress Teleri/J. Lennon

• Newsletter went out. 
• Requesting officers update their contact information per upcoming new Kingdom standards

Webminister
Outgoing: Lady Kunigunde/R. Green
Incoming: Lady Tatsume/C. Flessas,  Deputy J. Chenault

• Kunigunde can’t change event notice on Yahoo group - will not let her change it.  
• J. Chenault got access to server, has new site design worked out. Looking for feedback.  

Calendar will run through Wordpress.  

Knight Marshal
Lady Angeline/L. Madan

• Practice is slow but happening. Reports sent. 
• Closed 2/12 for winter nights. 

Herald 
Lady Rose/E. Stark

• Filed report. Nothing of note.

Youth
Astrid/E. Whitlock
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• Sent in quarterly report.  
• Has all the forms needed to create YAFA or Pages’ classes, will scan so those interested can 

get them easily.  

MOL
Lady Kunigunde/R. Green
Nothing

Baronage
Baron Celric and Baroness Ilaria/D. And M. Bartlett

• Fundraiser shirts are in.  
• Will skip at-home this month (January).  
• Have received one recommendation for an award.  Send more!  Get friends recognized for 

awesomeness!  

Old Business: None
New Business
Rayhana would like to do a bid for Fall Crown at Marietta Mansion, has a preliminary budget.  Gracie
moves, Emma seconds.  All aye. Gracie moves to approve budget, Emma seconds, all aye.

Celric submitted bid info for Spring Faire April 20-22..  Fri-Sun event at Marietta Mansion, multi-
barony event.  Gracie moves to accept budget, Emma seconds.  All aye.

Events
Novice: Nothing new

BotB: Will be held in Sept, waiting for the county to determine if we can have our preferred date or 
not.

Performer’s Revel (baronial activity): April 14, Alicia of Cambion is cooking
End 7:53
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Baronial Regnum
Baron and Baroness of Storvik

Baron Celric d'Ravelle & Baroness Ilaria de Gandia
D. Bartlett and M. Bartlett

baron<at>storvik.atlantia.sca.org, baroness<at>storvik.atlantia.sca.org
423-747-7473 (Baron Celric), 423-737-5284 (Baroness Ilaria)

Officers & Deputies

Seneschal
Mistress Graciela Esperanca de Seville
G. Hutchings, 301-213-4244 
seneschal<at>storvik.atlantia.sca.org

Minister of Arts & Sciences
Lady Mirabella Walmesley
M. Gretsinger, 410-868-1587
moas<at>storvik.atlantia.sca.org

Chronicler
Mistress Teleri the Well-Prepared 
J. Lennon
chronicler<at>storvik.atlantia.sca.org

Exchequer
Lord Douglass Morton
S. Graf
exchequer<at>storvik.atlantia.sca.org

Quartermaster
Lord John West
J. Hutchings
ironkey<at>storvik.atlantia.sca.org

Herald 
Lady Rose nic Galen
E. Stark, 703-409-2728
herald<at>storvik.atlantia.sca.org

Castellan/Chatelaine
Lady Sonya Flicker
S. Gross, 301-772-0499
chatelaine<at>storvik.atlantia.sca.org

Knight Marshal
Lady Angeline Falconis
L. Madan
knightmarshal<at>storvik.atlantia.sca.org

Armored Deputy
Lord Carlyle Jamesson

Minister of Lists
Lady Kunigunde von Darmstadt 
R. Green
mol<at>storvik.atlantia.sca.org

Archery Marshal

Rapier Marshal
rapiermarshal<at>storvik.atlantia.sca.org

Web Minister
Lady Kunigunde von Darmstadt (outgoing)
R. Green
Lady Kanamori Tatsume (incoming)
C. Flessas
Margarite Honoree d’Cheneau 
J. Chenault
webminister<at>storvik.atlantia.sca.org

Deputy Web Minister for Yahoo Group
Lady Kunigunde von Darmstat
webminister<at>storvik.atlantia.sca.org

Equestrian Marshal
Griffin Wharvager
ggriffin924+sca<at>gmail.com 
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Youth Minister
Astrid Spakora
E. Whitlock, 301-219-7557
storvikyouthofficer<at> gmail.com 

Baronial Champions

Archery
Sayyida Tala al-Zahra

Arts & Sciences
Maestra Emma West

Bardic
Lord Charles Alexander

Heavy Weapons
Lady Eleanor Bywater

Rapier
Lord Jeffry Thorn

Youth
Vacant

Baronial Appointees

Warlord
Lord Griffin Wharvager
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Populace meetings are held the 3rd Sunday of 
the month at 6:30pm at Jason's Deli in College 
Park, MD. Baronial business will be conducted at 
7pm. Take your best route to US-1 S in College 
Park. Go past the university main gates; a few 
lights down is Knox Rd, with a Peri-Peri chicken 
place on your right. Turn right and then turn left 
into the parking lot of the mall. Jason's Deli is 
near the entrance where you came in. 7356 
Baltimore Ave, College Park, MD. 301-779-3924.
Fight practice (armored and rapier) and dance
practice are held each Monday at St. Andrew's 
Episcopal Church, 4512 College Ave., College 
Park, MD 20740, at the corner of College Ave 
and Princeton Ave. off of Route 1, south of Paint 
Branch Pkwy.  7 blocks from the College Park/U 
of MD Metro on the Green Line.
Archery practice on Sunday 11:00am at 
Adelphi archery range, 2800 University Blvd E, 
Adelphi, MD 20783; equipment-making at Lord 
Cameron's during inclement weather.
Early Northern European Adhocracy: 9426 
Canterbury Riding, Laurel, MD. Right off I-95 
exit 35A.  Free unassigned parking.  One cat.
Baronial At-Home: 1204 Canberwell Rd, 
Catonsville MD

Jason's deli located by red diamond.  Monday 
practice at 4512 College Ave., College Park, MD 
20740 is at the letter “A” in the map pin.
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